Call for Papers by -, -
What do Arabic manuscripts, John Humphrey, Sir Arthur Currie, Hugh McLennan, Peter Redpath, Ernest Rutherford, and James McGill have in common? They have all been the subject of scholarly articles in Fontanus based on McGill 
University’s many fine collections. Detailed descriptions of the collections may be accessed from the McGill Historical 
Collections web site: http://www.mcgill.ca/historicalcollections/
 The editors of Fontanus are currently seeking articles as well as briefer notes and comments, in English or French, for Volume 
XIV. 
	 Fontanus is an annual publication devoted to scholarly research making substantial use of McGill University collections. The 
term “collections” is interpreted in the broadest sense to include all forms of evidence: books, archives, clay tablets, electronic 
records, specimens, artifacts, costumes, photographs, films and buildings.
 For more information regarding the submission of manuscripts, please see the Guidelines for Authors on page 134 in this 
issue.
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